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Abstract

Linguistic disparity in the NLP world is a prob-001
lem that has been widely acknowledged re-002
cently. However, different facets of this prob-003
lem, or the reasons behind this disparity are004
seldom discussed within the NLP community.005
This paper provides a comprehensive analysis006
of the disparity that exists within the languages007
of the world. Using an existing language cate-008
gorisation based on speaker population and vi-009
tality, we analyse the distribution of language010
data resources, amount of NLP/CL research,011
inclusion in multilingual web-based platforms,012
and the inclusion in pre-trained multilingual013
models. We show that many languages do014
not get covered in these resources or platforms,015
and even within the languages belonging to the016
same language group, there is wide disparity.017
We analyse the impact of family, geographi-018
cal location, and the speaker population of lan-019
guages, provide possible reasons for this dis-020
parity, and argue that a solution to this prob-021
lem should be orchestrated by a wide alliance022
of stakeholders, of which ACL, as an associa-023
tion should be a key partner.024

1 Introduction025

Even after more than fifty years of the inception026

of the fields of Computational Linguistics (CL)027

and Natural Language Processing (NLP), and ACL028

turning 60 in 2021, we still observe a signifi-029

cant bias favouring the so-called high-resource lan-030

guages in the field. Conversely, this means that031

the majority of the 6500+ languages in the world,032

which have been classified as low-resource, have re-033

ceived limited to no attention from the CL and NLP034

community. This resource poverty is not merely035

an academic or theoretical issue. It impacts the036

The paper title is inspired by the quote “All animals are
equal, but some animals are more equal than others” by Or-
well (1945) which satirically alludes to disparities that exist in
places which, ostensibly are supposed to be homogeneous. In
this paper, we discuss how the same phenomenon is observed
in the broadly used language categorisation systems.

lives and the well-being of people concerned in a 037

very present and practical manner, and deprives the 038

populations that use the low-resource languages 039

from reaping the benefits that NLP brings in areas 040

such as healthcare (Perez-Rosas et al., 2020), dis- 041

aster response (Ray Chowdhury et al., 2019), and 042

education (Taghipour and Ng, 2016). 043

There is newfound hope for emergence from ob- 044

scurity, as this digital divide between high-resource 045

and low-resource languages (LRLs)1 has been 046

brought into the spotlight by many scholars in 047

the field (Bender, 2019; Cains, 2019; Joshi et al., 048

2020; Anastasopoulos et al., 2020). Consequently, 049

there have been efforts to build data sets cover- 050

ing low-resource languages (Conneau et al., 2020; 051

Ebrahimi et al., 2021), benchmarks (Hu et al., 052

2020), and techniques that favor low-resource lan- 053

guages (Schwartz et al., 2019); all of which, are 054

very promising developments. However, everyone 055

would agree, that there is much more to be done. In 056

doing so, having a clear idea of the disparity that ex- 057

ists between the languages in the world with respect 058

to resource availability and other socio-economic 059

conditions is helpful. 060

The ‘resourcefulness’ of a language can be anal- 061

ysed with respect to different socio-linguistic as- 062

pects. Besacier et al. (2014) identify these factors 063

as: 1) The existence of a unique writing system, 064

2) The amount of presence on the World Wide Web, 065

3) The availability of linguistic expertise, and/or 066

4) The availability of electronic resources such as 067

corpora (monolingual and parallel), and vocabulary 068

lists. Singh (2008), on the other-hand, identifies 069

these factors as: 1) The amount of linguistic study, 070

2) The availability of language resources, 3) The 071

level of computerisation, 4) The availability of lan- 072

guage processing tools, and 5) other privileges such 073

as finance and human resource. 074

1An LRL is also known as under resourced, low-density,
resource-poor, low data, or less-resourced language (Besacier
et al., 2014)
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As a general practice, NLP researchers have075

mainly considered the availability of electronic076

data resources as the main descriptor of ‘resource-077

fulness’ of languages. For example, Joshi et al.078

(2020) considered the availability of annotated and079

raw corpora, while the later study, Hedderich et al.080

(2021), considered the availability of auxiliary re-081

sources such as lexicons as an additional criterion.082

Joshi et al. (2020) used their criterion to categorise083

2485 languages into six groups, based on the avail-084

ability of unannotated data (number of wikipedia085

pages), and the number of annotated data sets avail-086

able in the LDC2 and ELRA3 data repositories.087

Figure 5a shows a recreation of these language088

categories4.089

According to this categorisation, an astound-090

ing 2191 languages fall into Category 0- those091

that have exceptionally low amount of resources.092

This paints a very grim picture of the linguistic093

diversity and inclusion in the NLP world. This is094

not surprising though; this categorisation is based095

on wikipedia data as the source of monolingual096

data, and wikipedia has articles only in 325 lan-097

guages including 7 constructed languages such as098

Esperanto5. Therefore, inherently, all the other lan-099

guages automatically get labeled as extremely low100

resourced.101

However, Joshi et al. (2020)’s analysis focused102

only on data availability as well as the amount of103

language-related research in ACL Anthology. They104

did not consider other aspects of resourcefulness,105

such as the inclusion of a language in multilingual106

web-based platforms such as Facebook, or the in-107

clusion in pre-trained multilingual neural models108

such as mBERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and XLM-109

R (Conneau et al., 2019). Moreover, this language110

categorisation does not shed light on how this lan-111

guage disparity could be explained with respect to112

other socio-economic-linguistic factors such as lan-113

guage family, geographical location or the speaker114

population.115

This paper intends to take Joshi et al. (2020)’s116

analysis a step further, and provides a deeper117

analysis into the less-known facts of the well-118

known problem of linguistic disparity in the world.119

We start with an existing language categorisation120

based on speaker population and vitality (Ethno-121

2https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/
3http://catalog.elra.info/en-us/
4Refer Appendix A for class descriptions.
5https://bit.ly/WikiList

logue6) (Eberhard and Fennig, 2021), and analyse 122

the distribution of language data resources, amount 123

of NLP/CL research, inclusion in multilingual web- 124

based platforms, and the inclusion in pre-trained 125

multilingual models. We show that many languages 126

are neglected with respect to all these criteria, and 127

even within the languages belonging to the same 128

language group, there is wide disparity. We analyse 129

this disparity with respect to the family, geograph- 130

ical location, as well as the speaker population of 131

languages. We also provide possible reasons for 132

this disparity, and argue that most these reasons 133

are beyond the control of ACL, as an organization. 134

Based on this argument, we provide a preliminary 135

set of recommendations that may be implemented 136

by various stakeholders, in reducing this disparity 137

across languages. 138

2 The 12 Kinds of Languages 139

Ethnologue is an annual publication that provides 140

statistics and other information of the living lan- 141

guages in the world. It has 7139 language entries, 142

including dialects. We could identify 6420 unique 143

languages by considering alternate names, dialects, 144

and minor schisms to map to their most prominent 145

entry. Languages in Ethnologue are categorised 146

into 12 classes, considering two variables: Popu- 147

lation and Vitality. Firstly, Population is “the esti- 148

mated number of all users (including both first and 149

second language speakers) in terms of three levels”, 150

the aforementioned three levels being: large, Mid- 151

sized, and small (Eberhard and Fennig, 2021). On 152

the other hand, Vitality is categorised into four dis- 153

tinct classes: institutional, stable, endangered, and 154

extinct, according to the Expanded Graded Inter- 155

generational Disruption Scale (EGIDS) grid (Lewis 156

and Simons, 2010). 157

Figure 1 shows the languages categorised in a 158

12-point grid, according to vitality and number of 159

speaker population. The size of the blue circles 160

correspond to the number of languages in one cate- 161

gory. According to this figure, a large number of 162

languages are endangered with small speaker pop- 163

ulations, or stable but with mid or small number of 164

speaker populations. 165

3 Resource & Tool Support Distribution 166

We analyse how languages in the different Eth- 167

nologue categories are being treated with respect 168

to data (annotated and un-annotated), inclusion in 169

6https://bit.ly/3kJircB
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(a) LDC (b) ELRA (c) Hugginface (d) Wikipedia

(e) Facebook (f) Google Keyboard (g) XLMR+mBERT (h) ACL Anthology

Figure 1: The 12 Ethnologue language classes where the size of each blue circle corresponds to the number of
languages in that category and the size of each red circle corresponds to the coverage of that class in the relevant
resource.

multilingual web-based platforms, and inclusion170

in pre-trained multilingual models. Ideally, this171

analysis should have been carried out for the avail-172

ability of language technologies as well, as done173

by META-NET (2020). However, this would be174

a daunting task, and is out of the scope of this175

research. With that restriction, we discuss the avail-176

able resources and tools in Sections 3.1 through 3.4,177

which is then followed by an aggregated analysis178

in Section 3.5.179

3.1 Un-annotated Data Availability180

There are two possible sources to be used here:181

wikipedia data and common crawl. However, the182

latter covers only 160 languages7, compared to the183

318 languages in wikipedia (excluding the 7 con-184

structed languages). Thus, we focus our analysis on185

wikipedia data as the main source of un-annotated186

data. The common crawl data analysis has been187

briefly reported in Appendix B.188

3.2 Annotated Data Availability189

In addition to LDC and ELRA, we included the Hug-190

gingface data sets8 as well. Despite being relatively191

new and with less standardization, this repository192

has data in comparable amounts to the other repos-193

itories. Another possible repository is the Kaggle194

data sets. However, it does not have a proper way of195

filtering out data sets with respect to the language.196

7https://bit.ly/3F9iK87
8https://huggingface.co/docs/datasets/

3.3 Multilingual Web-based Platforms 197

Facebook, Google, and Twitter are examples for 198

widely used multilingual web-based platforms. The 199

availability of a platform interface in the native 200

language of a user encourages them to use that 201

platform to express themselves in the same, which 202

of course results in more web content. Conversely, 203

the languages that are not supported will be less 204

and less used (Bird, 2020a). For our analysis, we 205

considered the languages covered by Google type 206

(Google keyboard) and the languages supported 207

by Facebook, as these have the widest language 208

coverage. 209

3.4 Pre-trained Multilingual Model Coverage 210

Out of the many competing models, the ones with 211

the widest coverage and popularity are mBERT and 212

XLM-R. These models have been quite effective 213

in zero-shot and few-shot NLP tasks (Hu et al., 214

2020; Lauscher et al., 2020). They perform better 215

for languages that are included in the pre-training 216

stage, compared to those that are not (Ebrahimi 217

and Kann, 2021). These models have also shown 218

to outperform their monolingual counterparts for 219

low resource languages (Wu and Dredze, 2020). 220

Considering the above facts, and the fact that it is 221

computationally expensive to train such multilin- 222

gual models, languages that are already included in 223

such multilingual models would have an edge over 224

those that are not. 225
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3.5 Aggregated Analysis226

Figure 1 as well as Tables 1 and 2 show how the227

languages from different categories have been in-228

cluded in different types of resources and web-229

based platforms. It is evident that language re-230

source creation and technology availability has231

been mostly centred around institutional languages232

with high speaker populations, while small and233

endangered languages have mostly been ignored.234

Interestingly, Table 1 shows that, wikipedia does235

have some coverage for all the categories, including236

extinct languages, which we believe may be partly237

due to research efforts9 (Paranjape et al., 2016).238

However, LDC, ELRA, and Hugginface have com-239

paratively less coverage. This is to be expected, as240

annotated data creation takes a different level of241

expertise and more time (and money) compared to242

writing wikipedia articles.243

According to Table 2, we observe that Facebook244

and Google platforms mainly cover institutional245

languages, with a negligible representation of other246

languages, which would have been motivated by247

the speaker population. The same is observed for248

the coverage in the multilingual pre-trained mod-249

els mBERT and XLM-R, released by Google and250

Facebook, respectively. Given that such multilin-251

gual models suffer from ‘curse of multilingual-252

ity’ (Lauscher et al., 2020), the selection of lan-253

guages to be included in the models would have254

had similar motivations.255

Figure 2a and 2b visualize the coverage of these256

different platforms and resources with respect to257

the geographical location and family of a language.258

We can see that all these criteria are biased towards259

a certain set of language families and geographical260

locations, namely the Indo-European family and261

the Europe region. This is not surprising, given262

the emphasis placed on language resource develop-263

ment by the European region (META-NET, 2020).264

This also explains observation made by Hu et al.265

(2020), where multilingual pre-trained models per-266

form better for Indo-European languages. Interest-267

ingly, wikipedia has been more democratic com-268

pared to other resources10. LDC and ELRA data269

sources are more concentrated in the Europe area.270

In contrast, Hugginface is more distributed.271

However, Figure 1 only can be misleading, as the272

amount of data varies across different languages273

even within the same category. In order to get a274

9https://stanford.io/3mXQK0Z
10More analysis in Appendix D

(a) By Geological Location

(b) By Language Families

Figure 2: The distribution of Resources

better view of the amount of data resources, we 275

derived the box plots shown in Figure 3 which un- 276

covered a noticeable disparity between different 277

language categories. Aside from the inter-class 278

disparities, 3d especially shows a noticeable vari- 279

ance in wikipedia data availability within the Large- 280

Institutional class. In order to understand this vari- 281

ance, we plotted the graph shown in Figure 4. As 282

can be seen, the number of wikipedia articles avail- 283

able has a strong correlation (0.518789) to the pop- 284

ulation that speaks the language11. A surprising 285

observation is that about 70 languages belonging 286

to Large-Institutional class do not have a presence 287

in wikipedia. We looked at these languages more 288

closely - a vast majority of these languages are in 289

the African region. 290

4 Revisiting Data Availability-based 291

Language Categorisation 292

As mentioned earlier, NLP researchers have con- 293

sidered the availability of language data as the cri- 294

terion to categorise languages. In order to anal- 295

yse the robustness of this categorisation, we recre- 296

ated Joshi et al. (2020)’s language category plot. 297

In Figure 5, we plot the availability of annotated 298

data in LDC and ELRA against the unannotated 299

wiki data in 5a12. In 5b we plot the same graph 300

11The coordinates are derived from the L1 and L2 speaker
population reported in Wikipedia and the colour of each data
point is taken according to the class in Ethnologue. Therefore,
data points that violate the colour boundaries along the X-axis
are instances where Wikipedia and Ethnologue do not agree.

12Different to (Joshi et al., 2020), we considered the number
of wikipedia articles, as considering pages could be mislead-
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Class LDC ELRA Hugginface Wikipedia ACL
Count % Count % Count % Count % Count %

Small-Extinct 1 0.30 1 0.30 0 0.00 1 0.30 12 3.61
Small-Endangered 4 0.19 2 0.09 13 0.60 18 0.83 188 8.70
Small-Stable 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 0.09 3 0.26 105 8.99
Small-Institutional 0 0.00 0 0.00 1 3.57 1 3.57 5 17.86
Mid-Endangered 1 0.22 2 0.44 11 2.40 28 6.11 55 12.01
Mid-Stable 7 0.41 3 0.18 4 0.24 25 1.47 193 11.35
Mid-Institutional 4 1.92 5 2.40 26 12.50 46 22.12 42 20.19
Large-Endangered 0 0.00 2 14.29 3 21.43 3 21.43 1 7.14
Large-Stable 4 3.01 3 2.26 9 6.77 24 18.05 29 21.80
Large-Institutional 69 31.80 64 29.49 121 55.76 145 66.82 134 61.75

Table 1: The Coverage of the 12 Ethnologue language classes in the listed resources. Under each resource, the
Count column shows the number of languages in the relevant class included in the resource and the % column
shows that number as a percentage of the total number of languages in the class.

Class Contribution Coverage Language
Facebook Google X+mB Facebook Google X+mB Count

E
th

no
lo

gu
e

Small-Extinct 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 332
Small-Endangered 4.96 0.95 0.88 0.32 0.05 0.05 2162
Small-Stable 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 1168
Small-Institutional 0.00 0.95 0.00 0 3.57 0 28
Mid-Extinct 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0
Mid-Endangered 5.67 1.90 4.39 1.75 0.44 1.09 458
Mid-Stable 3.55 0.00 1.75 0.29 0 0.12 1700
Mid-Institutional 7.80 8.57 7.89 5.29 4.33 4.33 208
Large-Extinct 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A N/A N/A 0
Large-Endangered 1.42 0.95 0.88 14.29 7.14 7.14 14
Large-Stable 4.26 1.90 7.02 4.51 1.5 6.02 133
Large-Institutional 72.34 84.76 77.19 47 41.01 40.55 217

Jo
sh

ie
ta

l.
(2

02
0) 0 7.80 0.00 1.75 0.18 0 0.03 6134

1 11.35 3.81 9.65 12.31 3.08 8.46 130
2 41.13 41.90 37.72 59.79 45.36 44.33 97
3 19.86 27.62 26.32 93.33 96.67 100 30
4 14.89 20.00 18.42 95.45 95.45 95.45 22
5 4.96 6.67 6.14 100 100 100 7

Total 141 105 114 6420

Table 2: Contribution and Coverage of the 12 Ethnologue language classes and Joshi et al. (2020) classes in the
listed resources where X+mB refers to the union of XLMR and mBERT. If for Class Ci of total ni members and a
resource Rj of total mj members, the number of members in Ci present in Rj is given by ui,j then, the contribution
is 100(ui,j/mj) and the coverage is 100(ui,j/nj)

(a) LDC (b) ELRA (c) Hugginface (d) Wikipedia (e) ACL Anthology

Figure 3: Boxplots showing the resources where the amounts corresponding to the Ethnologue language classes
are countable. (As opposed to Boolean)

including the HugginFace data sets as well.301

While both graphs have the same trends, as302

shown in Figures 5, some languages have changed303

the classes when Hugginface data is considered.304

Also the boundary between some classes is very305

ing due to admin-pages such as user pages and talk pages.

much blurred. This cautions us not to rely on a hard 306

categorisation based on data availability. On the 307

other hand, we note a clear relationship between the 308

language categories provided by Joshi et al. (2020), 309

and the Ethnologue classes. As shown in Tables 3 310

and 4 , all the Extinct languages as well a vast ma- 311
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Figure 4: Speaker Population (log) vs Wikipedia Arti-
cle Count (log).

jority of Endangered languages are in class 0 of312

Joshi et al. (2020)’s categorization. On the other313

hand,class 5 languages are all Large-Institutional.314

5 Amount of Research Conducted for315

Different Languages316

Now it is time we address the elephant in the room.317

What is the perspective and situation of ACL in318

the question we have discussed so far? Figure 1h319

shows that ACL Anthology has much less coverage320

for languages other than those belonging to Large-321

Institutional category. This observation aligns with322

what Joshi et al. (2020) reported in their conference-323

language inclusion analysis. However, interest-324

ingly, our results13 show that ACL anthology cov-325

ers more languages than what has been covered326

in data sources shown in Fig 1. This observation327

is affirmed by Fig 3e. Conversely, this also hint328

that those published research has not bothered to329

submit the associated data to public repositories.330

In order to carry out further analysis on where331

low-resource language related papers are published,332

we tried to identify recently published language-333

specific survey papers. Surprisingly, language-334

specific survey papers on NLP technologies were335

extremely rare. We identified three survey papers:336

Sinhala (de Silva, 2021), Sindhi (Jamro, 2017), and337

Hausa (Zakari et al., 2021). We noted down the338

publishing venues of the research papers cited in339

these surveys. These results are plotted in Figure 7.340

In this, apart from the ACL statistics, we iden-341

tified some prominent external categories: IEEE342

conferences, other conferences (not IEEE or ACL343

anthology), other journals (not in ACL anthology),344

pre-prints/thesis/white papers/reports. While differ-345

ent languages show different patterns (e.g. Sinhala346

mostly gets published in IEEE conferences, while347

13More analysis in Appendix C

Sindhi gets published in other journals) there is 348

one common observation - there is extremely low 349

number of papers in anthology, even for LREC and 350

workshops published in ACL Anthology. Further 351

look confirms that most of the other conferences 352

and journals are either local or regional. 353

Further, we carried out the Google scholar 354

queries shown in Table 5. We wanted to identify 355

the amount of research reported for each language, 356

with respect to NLP in general, as well as for some 357

low-level and high-level NLP tasks. While it is 358

obvious that Google scholar results may have false 359

positives, the difference between ACL numbers 360

and scholar numbers is significant. 361

This observation could be due to several reasons: 362

(1) the papers that are focusing on specific lan- 363

guages were not upto the standards of ACL main 364

conferences or workshops, (2) some authors did 365

not know about the ACL venues, or (3) some au- 366

thors could not afford the registration and travel 367

costs to ACL conferences. Considering the fact 368

that most of the papers appeared in local/regional 369

conferences and journals, the most possible reason 370

for lack of papers in anthology could be the third. 371

6 Why do some languages remain 372

low-resourced? Case Study: Sinhala 373

Out of the survey papers identified, de Silva 374

(2021)’s paper was the most up-to-date. Thus, we 375

went through all the Sinhala NLP papers cited in 376

this survey paper to get an idea about the data sets 377

presented in each of the papers, whether the code 378

and data are publicly available and whether any 379

tool has been released. Figure 6 visualizes this in- 380

formation. Only 11.43% of papers has data set 381

publicly released, and only 9.71% of papers have 382

code publicly released. Only 5.71% has any tool 383

to be publicly used. 384

Working behind closed doors has shown its neg- 385

ative consequences - within a small time span, two 386

research groups started working on Sinhala Word- 387

Nets (Welgama et al., 2011; Wijesiri et al., 2014), 388

but none has been successfully completed. Interest- 389

ingly, none is available to be accessed now. This 390

is common with some other tools that are claimed 391

to be publicly released - they are not accessible. 392

This suggests the lack of infrastructure support to 393

maintain such tools. The author graph in de Silva 394

(2021) highlights another side of the problem - the 395

researchers seem to be working in silos, with al- 396

most zero interaction between research groups. 397
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(a) LDC and ELRA as the annotated sources (b) LDC, ELRA, and Huggingface as the annotated sources

Figure 5: Reconstructing Joshi et al. (2020) language classes with Wikipedia article count as the unannotated
source and two configurations of annotated sources.

(a) Code Availability (b) Data Availability (c) Tool Availability (d) Used Language

Figure 6: Sinhala NLP Percentage Cumulative analysis from the papers listed by de Silva (2021)

Joshi Small Mid Large TotalEx En St In Ex En St In Ex En St In
0 331 2146 1165 27 0 430 1676 164 0 11 109 75 6134
1 1 15 3 1 0 28 24 41 0 2 22 73 210
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 19 22
3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 26 29
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 17 18
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7

Total 332 2162 1168 28 0 458 1700 208 0 14 133 217 6420

Table 3: Confusion Matrix of Joshi et al. (2020) classes and Ethnologue language classes considering only LDC
and ELRA as the annotated sources, where Ex=Extinct, En=Endangered, St=Stable, and In=Institutional.

Joshi Small Mid Large TotalEx En St In Ex En St In Ex En St In
0 331 2146 1165 27 0 430 1676 164 0 11 109 75 6134
1 1 12 3 1 0 19 23 24 0 2 18 27 130
2 0 3 0 0 0 9 1 18 0 1 4 61 97
3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 26 30
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 21 22
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7

Total 332 2162 1168 28 0 458 1700 208 0 14 133 217 6420

Table 4: Confusion Matrix of Joshi et al. (2020) classes and Ethnologue language classes considering Huggingface,
LDC, and ELRA as the annotated sources, where Ex=Extinct, En=Endangered, St=Stable,and In=Institutional.

7 Discussion398

1. What are the low-resource languages, and399

why are they low resourced? Most of the lan-400

guages that lack data and pre-trained models and401

are missed out from technological platforms are402

either not institutional, or with small speaker pop-403

ulations. The institutional languages that lack re- 404

sources are in the Global South. When there is no 405

demand for language technologies due to unfavor- 406

able socio-economic conditions in the region, there 407

would be a dearth of digital language resources 408

and tools (Nekoto et al., 2020b). Another reason 409
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Language Anthology Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
Hausa 9 779 960 11 123 96
Sindhi 6 653 431 8 86 118
Sinhala 29 1130 644 14 146 187

Table 5: Amount of research publications for the languages Hausa, Sindhi, and Sinhala. Anthology - number of
Anthology papers that mentioned this paper. Q1: “x”+ “natural language processing”, Q2: “x”+ “part of speech”,
Q3: “x”+“grammar parsing”|“grammar parser”,Q4: “x”+ “question answering”, Q5: “x”+ “text classification”,
where Q1-Q5 are Google scholar queries, and x = name of the language.

(a) Sinhala (b) Hausa (c) Sindhi

Figure 7: Cumulative percentage graphs showing
where the NLP research of each language has been pub-
lished.

could be the disconnection between different (in-410

digenous) communities and the documentary lin-411

guistics community (Bird, 2020b). The fact that,412

most of these languages being from Global South,413

means that they do not have enough human re-414

source to develop language resources (Nekoto415

et al., 2020a). Researchers in Global South who416

are working on low-resource languages being left417

out from the ACL forums, lack of interaction be-418

tween local research communities, and reluctance419

to release the developed data resources, code, and420

models worsen this problem.421

2. What can be done to take the low-resource422

languages out of the low-resource status? The423

starting point of developing NLP tools for lan-424

guages is the availability of digital language con-425

tent. For language content to be produced, the pop-426

ulation should have a sufficient level of language,427

as well as computer literacy, plus there should be428

sufficient digital infrastructure within the country.429

For countries in the Global South, the governments430

may not have the bandwidth to fully satisfy these431

requirements, thus support of international and non-432

profit organization would be required.433

Languages are vastly diverse with respect to their434

linguistic features (Dryer and Haspelmath, 2013),435

and linguistic aspects of some of those languages436

may be better understood by the local linguists.437

Thus, local language/linguistic researchers should438

take the lead for their languages.Given the fact that439

cross-lingual transfer is more effective between re-440

lated languages and multilingual models built for 441

regional languages have proven better than general 442

models (Kakwani et al., 2020), communities within 443

and across boarders working together to document 444

and develop language resources would have a syner- 445

gistic effect for all the involved languages. A recent 446

success is the Masakhane project (Nekoto et al., 447

2020a). Given that many languages have practi- 448

cal limitations in creating data resources (e.g. not 449

having enough speaker population), more research 450

on zero-shot learning, few shot learning, transfer 451

learning etc could help low resource languages. 452

ACL can focus on organizing shared data chal- 453

lenges, similar to shared tasks (Koehn et al., 2020). 454

ACL also could take the lead in arranging more 455

grants for researchers working in low resource lan- 456

guages. In fact, the existing funding schemes such 457

as the NAACL Regional Americas fund14 have 458

produced positive impact (Ebrahimi et al., 2021). 459

More D&I efforts, subsidies for researchers from 460

global south to attend ACL venues, and above all 461

creating/maintaining a forum of discussion related 462

to the identified issues will be useful. 463

Finally, a comprehensive unambiguous list of 464

languages and dialects in the world is needed. We 465

noticed some inconsistencies between the language 466

names used by Ethnologue, Joshi et al. (2020), etc. 467

8 Conclusion 468

The objective of this research was to provide a 469

multi-facet analysis of the linguistic disparity in 470

the world. We showed that this problem is due 471

to socio-economic-linguistic factors. We provided 472

some preliminary recommendations to get these 473

languages out of low-resourcefulness, which we 474

hope would be taken positively by the stakeholders. 475

We hope there would be more frequent analysis of 476

this sort, in particular to document the amount of 477

research and NLP tools available for each language. 478

In support of such efforts, we release our code to 479

generate the visualizations shown in this paper15. 480

14https://bit.ly/NAACL_EmRe
15Code Released After Acceptance
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A Joshi et al. (2020) Class Descriptions677

Class Description Language
Count Examples

0 Have exceptionally limited
resources, and have rarely
been considered in lan-
guage technologies.

2191 Slovene
Sinhala

1 Have some unlabelled
data; however, collecting
labelled data is challeng-
ing.

222 Nepali
Telugu

2 A small set of labeled
datasets has been collected,
and language support com-
munities are there to sup-
port the language.

19 Zulu
Irish

3 Has a strong web presence,
and a cultural community
that backs it. Have been
highly benefited by unsu-
pervised pre-training.

28 Afrikaans
Urdu

4 Have a large amount of un-
labeled data, and lesser, but
still a significant amount of
labelled data. have dedi-
cated NLP communities re-
searching these languages.

18 Russian
Hindi

5 Have a dominant online
presence. There have been
massive investments in the
development of resources
and technologies.

7 English
Japanese

Table 6: Language Categories identified by Joshi et al.
(2020)

B Common Crawl Analysis 678

Figure 8: The 12 Ethnologue language classes where
the size of each blue circle corresponds to the number
of languages in that category and the size of each red
circle corresponds to the coverage of that class in Com-
mon Crawl.

Figure 9: Boxplot showing Common Crawl data with
the amounts corresponding to the Ethnologue language
classes.
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Class CC
Count %

Small-Extinct 0 0.00
Small-Endangered 4 0.19
Small-Stable 0 0.00
Small-Institutional 1 3.57
Mid-Endangered 4 0.87
Mid-Stable 2 0.12
Mid-Institutional 19 9.13
Large-Endangered 1 7.14
Large-Stable 4 3.01
Large-Institutional 100 46.08

Table 7: The Coverage of the 12 Ethnologue language
classes in the Common Crawl. The Count column
shows the number of languages in the relevant class
covered by the Common Crawl and the % column
shows that number as a percentage of the total number
of languages in the class.

C ACL Publication History and679

Performance680

Figure 10: ACL publication count for the 12 Ethno-
logue language classes (cumulative class-normalized
log)

(a) Large-Institutional (b) Large-Stable

(c) Large-Endangered (d) Mid-Institutional

(e) Mid-Stable (f) Mid-Endangered

(g) Small-Institutional (h) Small-Stable

(i) Small-Endangered (j) Small-Extinct

Figure 11: ACL Participation of the languages belong-
ing to the 12 Ethnologue language classes (Only the
existing 10 classes shown here.)
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D Wikipedia 12 Class Analysis681

(a) Geological Location

(b) Language Families

Figure 12: The distribution of languages that have
wikis among the 12 Ethnologue Classes
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